Kia sorento spark plug replacement

Kia Sorento 3. Note - This Sorento only has 45, miles on it so I will just be checking the front
three spark plugs that are easily accessible since the OEM iridium spark plugs don't have to be
replaced until 97, miles or , KM. If you plan on replacing the rear three spark plugs, you will
need to remove the black plastic intake manifold. To remove the intake manifold, disconnect the
vacuum lines and other hoses, disconnect the electrical connectors, detach the large rubber air
intake hose, detach the throttle body and remove the various 10mm, 12mm and 14mm bolts
situated on the top and also on the rear of the black plastic intake manifold by the firewall. Be
sure to remove the 12mm bolt on the right rear of the intake manifold and the 14mm bolt on the
left rear corner of the intake manifold near the firewall. It would also be a good idea to replace
the intake manifold gaskets and place a small amount of Loctite Blue on to the bolts. Since
accessing the rear three plugs is so much extra work, you may choose to also replace the
ignition coils at the same time. The first two steps are to open the hood and then pull off the
plastic cover which is held in place by four rubber friction fasteners attached to metal pegs on
the top of the engine. Remove the foam rubber heat shield from the top of the EGR valve and set
it aside. Spin out the bolt the rest of the way by hand to prevent from having it fall down into the
engine bay and become lost. You may need to use a small flat head screwdriver to slide back
the lock tab. Once the lock tab has been slid out to the released position away from the ignition
coil, push down on the release tab and slide the power plug straight off the ignition coil
assembly. If the ignition coil's rubber boot is stuck or "frozen" to the top of the spark plug, do
not use excessive force to pull it out. Instead, continue to rotate the ignition coil back and forth
and gently pull up on it to release the boot from the tip of the old spark plug. Set the ignition coil
aside in a safe place. Your spark plug socket should have a rubber insert or a strong magnet to
securely hold the old spark plug in place. I like to attach my spark plug socket to the extension
bar with some electrical tape or painter's tape to make sure it doesn't pop off in the spark plug
well. Carefully lower the socket down over the top of the old spark plug. Loosen the old spark
plug by turning it in the counterclockwise direction. If you have trouble loosening the old spark
plug due to corrosion rust , try spraying a very small amount of penetrating oil down into the
spark plug well. Allow the penetrating oil to seep down into the threads for at least 5 to 10
minutes before re-attempting to loosen the old spark plug. You could also try warming up the
engine for a few minutes to expand the metal cylinder block and then turn off the engine before
trying again to loosen a stubborn spark plug. Once the old spark plug is loose, detach the
ratchet and spin out the plug the rest of the way by hand. Carefully lift the old plug out of the
well and detach it from the socket. If the old spark plug appears to be burnt or covered in black
soot or oily sludge, the engine might be burning oil and should be inspected by a professional
mechanic. If the electrode tip on the old plug appears to be covered in white powder, the engine
might have been subjected to overheating. You may need to choose a spark plug with a
different heat range for your climate or check the performance of your engine's cooling system.
Some home mechanics prefer to apply a small amount of anti-seize grease to the threads of the
new spark plugs to help make them easier to remove during the next change in another 97,
miles. Most spark plug manufacturers recommend against using anti-seize lubricant on the
spark plug threads since it can easily lead to over tightening. Push the new spark plug into the
socket and lower it down into the well. Spin in the new spark plug in the clockwise direction by
hand until it makes contact with the cylinder head. You might feel the new crush washer
collapse. If you are re-installing the old spark plugs after checking them, just tighten them to a
small fraction of a turn past finger tight. Double check that the new spark plug is tight before
moving on to the next steps Apply Dielectric Grease Lower In Ignition Coil Re-Insert Bolt Apply
a small amount of dielectric grease to the opening in the rubber dust boot at the bottom of the
ignition coil assembly. Carefully lower the ignition coil down into the well and push it on to the
top of the new spark plug. Rotate the ignition coil back and forth a few times to help spread the
dielectric grease. Line up the bolt hold in the ignition coil housing with the corresponding bolt
hole in the top of the engine. Spin in the ignition coil bolt a few turns by hand in the clockwise
direction to help prevent it from becoming cross threaded. Try to avoid over tightening the bolt
to prevent from cracking the plastic ignition coil assembly. Push the electrical connector
straight on to the base of the ignition coil. You should feel or hear the power plug "click"
securely into place. Slide the grey plastic locking tab straight in to secure the electrical
connector. Lower the plastic cover into place over the top of the engine. Push on the cover to
secure the four rubber friction fasteners. Start the engine and listen closely for any strange
sounds that might indicate a problem such as a loose spark plug or a disconnected electrical
connector. If you do hear a strange noise, immediately turn off the ignition and check your
work. The owner's manual service interval specification for the spark plugs is to change them
every 97, miles 78 months or , KM. Be sure to write down the spark plug change in your
vehicle's service records. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small

donation by clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations
are not tax deductible. Pull Off Plastic Cover. Engine Cover Removed. This automotive
maintenance tutorial was specifically written to assist owners of the third generation , , , and Kia
Sorento SUV in checking or changing the spark plugs in the Lambda II GDI 3. Pull Off Foam
Cover. Heat Shield Removed. Set the engine cover aside in a safe place. Three Front Ignition
Coils. Loosen Counterclockwise. Single Bolt Removed. Slide Out Locking Tab. Push Down
Release Button. Power Plug Removed. Gently slide back the grey plastic locking tab on the
electrical connector. Remove Ignition Coil. Spark Plug In Well. Rotate the ignition coil back and
forth a few times to loosen the rubber boot from the tip of the old spark plug. Spin Out By Hand.
Lift Out Old Spark Plug. To further reduce the risk of having debris fall down into the cylinders, I
recommend only checking or changing one spark plug at a time. Inspect Old Spark Plug.
Tighten Clockwise. Inspect the old spark plug. Double check that the new spark plug is tight
before moving on to the next steps. Apply Dielectric Grease. Lower In Ignition Coil. Re-Insert
Bolt. Apply a small amount of dielectric grease to the opening in the rubber dust boot at the
bottom of the ignition coil assembly. Tighten Bolt Clockwise. Push On Power Plug. Slide In Grey
Lock Tab. Replace Foam Rubber. Push On Plastic Cover. Engine Cover Secured. Replace the
foam rubber heat shield cover over the EGR valve. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the
Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide
a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. They ignite
gasoline and air inside of your engine. This gives your engine the power to propel you down the
road. This gives the engine the best mix of power, fuel economy and low emissions. However,
the electrode at the end of the spark plug eventually wears out and can cause performance
issues. Replacement should follow the vehicle maintenance schedule. Some cars require
regular replacement at 30k, 60k or k miles. Even if only one spark plug is found to be faulty, they
should always be replaced in sets. Most engines will require 4,6, or 8 spark plugs. Most cars
have one plug per cylinder, so a four-cylinder engine will have four plugs, a six-cylinder engine
will have six plugs, and so forth. The mechanic will:. Yes, but spark plugs that are worn enough
to cause engine-misfiring have the potential to cause engine damage and overheating of the
catalytic converter. Regardless of the age of the plugs, or mileage, if the engine misfires or runs
poorly, the plugs should be inspected for defects. Generally, spark plug failure will not keep the
engine from running, but in cases of extreme wear, you may experience a limitation in the speed
at which you can drive the car. If the maintenance schedule says the plugs should be replaced,
it is best to do so promptly. Kia Sorento Spark Plug Replacement at your home or office.
Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic
comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Spark Plug Replacement Service
What are spark plugs and how do they work? When should you replace spark plugs? Avoiding
spark plug replacement can cause: Difficulty starting your car. Check engine light for a misfire
code. Flashing check engine light during acceleration for misfire, this can cause engine
damage. Failed State emission testing. How do mechanics replace spark plugs? The mechanic
will: Have the correct spark plugs on hand for your vehicle Pull any diagnostic trouble codes
that may be related to worn spark plugs. Remove the original spark plugs and look at removed
spark plugs for any clues indicating engine mis-operation exists; such as oil burning,
excessively rich mixture, pre-ignition damage etc. Inform owner of any found unusual
conditions. Install new plugs using a torque wrench. Finally, a road test of the vehicle to confirm
normal operation. Is it safe to drive with worn spark plugs? When having spark plugs replaced
keep in mind: High-speed driving may accelerate spark plug wear. Consider earlier than
required inspection and tune-up if you operate the car in severe conditions. Plugs should
always be promptly replaced per the manufacturer maintenance schedule even if they appear to
be working perfectly. If your vehicle is equipped with spark plug wires as opposed to a
coil-on-plug system , the wires should be replaced at the same time. This may increase the cost
of your repair. It is possible that when doing a spark plug replacement, your vehicle may also
need additional parts like ignition coils, this will add to the repair cost. Some engines require
that the intake manifold be removed while replacing spark plugs. This may increase the parts
and labor cost for the repair. Leaking valve cover gaskets, which have let oil get in contact
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with the spark plugs, coils or wires, may be the cause of ignition system issues. Valve cover
gaskets will need to be replaced in addition to the spark plugs, wires or coils. This will add to

the repair cost. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Kia Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Meet some of our expert Kia mechanics Real customer reviews from Kia owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Patrick 26 years of experience. Request Patrick. Patrick is
great! Carlos 10 years of experience. Request Carlos. Carlos was very professional and friendly.
He explained the process, performed my scheduled service, and left my driveway as clean as
when he arrived. Carlos was polite, professional, and left no mess behind. This was my first
time using this service and Carlos as a mechanic. I will definitely use in the future. Shawn 10
years of experience. Request Shawn. Very thorough, excellent work, will definitely book again.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Spark Plug Replacement.

